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 The era of big data has witnessed the explosion of tensor datasets, and large scale 
Probabilistic Tensor Factorization (PTF) analysis is important to accommodate such 
increasing trend of data. Sparsity, and Cold-Start are some of the inherent problems of 
recommender systems in the era of big data. This paper proposes a novel Sentiment-Based 
Probabilistic Tensor Analysis technique senti-PTF to address the problems. The propose 
framework first applies a Natural Language Processing technique to perform sentiment 
analysis taking advantage of the huge sums of textual data generated available from the 
social media which are predominantly left untouched. Although some current studies do 
employ review texts, many of them do not consider how sentiments in reviews influence 
recommendation algorithm for prediction. There is therefore this big data text analytics 
gap whose modeling is computationally expensive. From our experiments, our novel 
machine learning sentiment-based tensor analysis is computationally less expensive, and 
addresses the cold-start problem, for optimal recommendation prediction. 
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1. Introduction  

Recommender system as defined from the perspective of E 
commerce as a tool that helps users search through records of 
knowledge which is related to users interest and preference for a 
recommender system to implement its core function of identifying 
useful items for the user, [1, 2]. In [3] RSs is defined as a means 
of assisting and augmenting the social process of using 
recommendations of others to make choices when there is no 
sufficient personal knowledge or experience of the alternatives. 
 (RS) must predict that an item is worth recommending [4, 5]. In 
view of that, recommendation systems of late have become an 
interesting field, as they play an exquisite role in various 
automatic recommendation systems, and are nowadays pervasive 
in various domains such as recommendation of books at Amazon, 
music and movies recommendation at Netflix as an algorithm 
form tackling the information over load problem. Some of the 
main specific constraints or digital-age dilemmas of 
Recommender Systems (RSs) are; data sparsity, cold-start and 
issues. To overcome such problems, Matrix Factorization 
methods have been applied extensively by various researchers in 
the field. [6]-[8]. In recent times, additional sources of 
information are integrated into RSs. As a result, a lot of research 
in this field are being carried about mainly with Matrix 
factorization methods such as social matrix factorization (Social 

MF), which combines ratings with social relations [9]-[14]. 
Another research thread is Topic Matrix Factorization methods 
which combine latent factors in ratings with latent topics in item 
reviews [15]. In [16, 10], the authors suggested other sources of 
information like reviews which justify the rating of a user, and 
ratings which are associated with item attributes hidden in reviews 
producing extraordinary results but at the cost of training data and 
time. In this wise, we propose that, omitting such information 
does not aid recommendation accuracy. As a result, such 
problems according to research could be well taken care of 
through tensor decomposition as propounded by [17] and our 
motivation for this paper is strongly tied to these reasons. Various 
tensor decomposition methods have been proposed. The 
CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition, shorted as CP 
decomposition, is a direct extension of low-rank matrix 
decomposition to tensors; and it can be regarded as a special case 
of Probabilistic Tensor Factorization (PTF) [18], inspired by 
probabilistic latent factor models [19, 20], has been proposed by 
various researchers as an effective tool for tackling 
recommendation problems [21, 22]. The era of big data has also 
witnessed the explosion of tensor datasets, while the large scale 
PTF analysis is important to accommodate the increasing datasets. 
A comprehensive overview can be found from the survey paper 
by [23]. There is therefore the need for us to solicit for tensor 
decomposition analysis that is able to extract hidden patterns from 
multi-way datasets. The core concept of senti-PTF is to capture 
additional sources of information occasionally neglected in 
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various recommendation models which could efficiently improve 
prediction performance in RSs. The key contribution of our model 
is that it integrates all available data sources, that is, it provides a 
joint model of user, product I.D, ratings, reviews and review 
helpfulness.  

1. Providing an effective way to exploit ratings, reviews and 
relations to overcome cold-start problems tightly. 

2. We propose a new framework; senti-PTF which is effective in 
terms of prediction through error detection and solves sparsity 
problems. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows; Tensor 

Decomposition Preliminaries are given in Section 2. In 
Section 3, we present the details of the experiments with datasets. 
In Section 4, Concluding remarks with a discussion of some future 
work are in the final section. Matrix Factorization and its 
application to personalized recommendation demonstrated the 
effectiveness of directly modelling all the dimensions 
simultaneously in a unified framework. These among other works 
presupposes that, tensor decomposition models performed well in 
terms of prediction efficiency and effectiveness compared to the 
various matrix factorization algorithms, in particular application  
to massive data processing [24]-[26]. However, the numerous 
literature concerning the subject. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

Regardless of the various attempt made by researchers on the 
subject matter; Collaborative Filtering models, they suffer from 
Sparsity; due to sparse rating matrix. Cold-Start; as they perform 
poorly on cold users and cold items for which there are no or few 
data. User feedback is intended to discover latent product and user 
dimensions. Unfortunately, traditional methods often discard 
review text, which makes user and product latent dimensions 
difficult to interpret, mainly due to the fact that, the very text that 
justifies a user’s rating is relegated. In our opinion, ignoring rich 
source of information is a major shortcoming of existing works 
on recommender systems 

1.3 Related Work  

Tensor factorization methods are useful tools in 
recommendation systems. One prominent representative Factor-
based method for recommendation systems is Probabilistic 
Tensor Factorization (PTF) which has been envisaged by quite a 
number of researchers in the recommendation system field. 
Tensor Factorization (BPTF) was also used to enhance prediction 
accuracy and recommendation using sales data by [27]. [28] also 
proposed the PTF model which was naturally applicable to 
incomplete tensors to provide both point estimate and multiple 
imputation for the missing entries. Tensor factorization [29] for 
Precision Medicine in Heart Failure with Preserved Ejection 
Fraction was effective. [30] in his Probabilistic polyadic 
factorization and its application to personalized recommendation 
demonstrated the effectiveness of directly modelling all the 
dimensions simultaneously in a unified framework. These among 
other works presupposes that, tensor decomposition models 

performed well in terms of prediction efficiency and effectiveness 
compared to the various matrix factorization algorithms, in 
particular application  to massive data processing [31]-[33]. 
However, the numerous literature concerning the subject. 

2.0 Proposed Sentiment-based Tensor Analysis 

We propose a tensor decomposition approach to solve the 
sparsity, and cold-start problems of collaborative filtering 
algorithm making use of review sentiments and rating scores 
adopting Probabilistic Tensor Factorization. The main idea is to 
capture the latent structure of a tensor through a probabilistic 
factorization framework, and the latent structure is used for 
prediction. We jointly model ratings with review sentiments 
scores and model our data with probabilistic tensor factorization 
algorithm. In particular, CP decomposition which factorizes a 
tensor into a summation of rank-one tensors, where A, B and C 
are the latent factors. We propose probabilistic tensor 
factorization (PTF), which is an instance of 
CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) tensor decomposition [34], 
which is a commonly used tensor model for factorization. 

2.  Equations 

PTF's performance, we process the data into three 3rd order 
tensors, where each  mode correspond to IDs, users and reviews, 
and also modelled ratings with item IDs, users and ratings 
respectively denoted by the tensor ABC as shown in our 
probabilistic model. The ratings range from 1 to 5, whiles the 
review sentiment were processed to 0 and 1 representing negative 
and positive sentiments. Tensor factorization techniques have 
gained popularity and have become the standard recommender 
approaches due to their accuracy and scalability [35]. They have 
probabilistic interpretation with Gaussian noise. Our model Senti-
PTF combines our sentiment algorithm with probabilistic Tensor 
factorization framework. For Probabilistic Tensor S of size [I, J, 
K] where each entry is indexed as (i, j, k), and assume there is a 
D-dimensional latent factor Ai, Bj and Ck corresponding to each i, 
j and k respectively. In other words, for each dimension of the 
tensor, we have a latent factor matrix (Ai _D), (Bj _ D), and (Ck 
_D) respectively. The distribution of the unknown entry (I, j, k) 
given the observed tensor S is generated from Multivariate 
Gaussian Distribution. Given S the learning task is to model 
parameter theta such that the likelihood function is given by; 
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Given the Tensor S, the parameter θ is learned in such a way 
that p (S|θ) in the previous equation maximizes. Expectation 
Maximization is used for the posterior over latent variables P (A, 
B, C, S (θ)). The estimated model posterior for Finite Dimension 
Inference (FDI) is intractable. We therefore propose 
approximation inference by factorizing q(A,B,C| 'θ ) to the 
posterior P(A,B,C|0) more importantly;  

q(A,B,C| 'θ ) = 1 (u / M diag(W ))I
i i ui uiq=∏  

1 (V / M ,diag(wvj))J
j j vjP=∏  

1 (t / M ,diag(wtk)),K
k k tkP=∏  

where 

1' {mvi,mvj,mtk, wui, wvj, wntk,[i] Iθ =  

1 1[j] ,[k] }J K  are approximation variational parameters. 

All approximation parameters are D-dimensional vectors and 
diag (w_ai) denotes a square matrix with the w_ai on the diagonal. 
Given q (A,B,C|θ’). if we apply Jensen’s inequality, it produces a 
lower bound to the original log likelihood of the tensor S [36] 

2.1 Algorithm 

1: Input: S ∈ Tx,y,z, h 
2: Output: Sh∈ T 
3.Xh×y×z 
4: Initialize x = 0 
5: for H = 1,...,h 
6: Sh← S (xone,+x;xtwo;,;) 
7: end for 

 

3. Experiments 

Our experiment is designed to study the accuracy and 
efficiency of the senti-PTF, rat-PTF and baselines on social media 
review datasets which are publicly available. All the experiments 
are run on a Processor AMD E26110 APU with AMD Radeon R2 
Graphics, 1500 Mhz, 4 Core(s), 4 Logical Processor(s) and 12GB 
of RAM. (a) Datasets and Parameter Settings: The real word 
tensor data used in our experiments are public collaborative 
filtering datasets; Amazon Datasets, which contains product 
reviews and metadata from Amazon, including 142.8 million 
reviews spanning May 1996 to July 2014 [37]. This dataset 
includes. Reviews (ratings, text, helpfulness votes), product 
metadata (descriptions, category information, price, brand, and 
image features) and links. In order to study senti-PTF's 
performance, we process the data into three 3rd order tensors, 
where each mode correspond to IDs, users and reviews, and also 
modelled ratings with item IDs, users and ratings respectively 
denoted by the tensor ABC as shown in our probabilistic model. 
The ratings range from 1 to 5, whiles the review sentiments were 
processed to 0 and 1 representing negative and positive sentiments.  

3.1 Error Detection 

For comparison, we implement and report the performance of 
senti-PTF and rat-PTF prediction. For the consistency of 
expression we still use "customer” and "item" to represent 
reviewers of automotive products. We estimate error rates on 
sentiments and ratings expressed, to assess the performance of our 
model and had the following results (figure1): The error graph 
shows how our algorithm; senti-PTF and rat-PTF performed. 
Senti-PTF performed better than rat-PTF in terms of prediction 
performance 

 
Figure 1 Error detection for senti-PTF and rat-PTF 

 
Figure 2 Root mean square error rate 

4. Conclusion     

 A unified framework rat-PTF and senti-PTF by aligning latent 
factors and topics is proposed to perform Probabilistic Tensor 
Factorization for effective rating and sentiment prediction. In this 
paper, experiments on real world data sets demonstrate that our 
senti-PTF model outperforms the traditional CP decomposition, 
exploiting review sentiment beyond ratings can significantly 
improve recommender performance in terms of RMSE (figure2). 
We therefore propose Sentiment based Tensor Analysis approach 
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in recommendation as it solves the cold start, improves prediction 
efficiently and solves scalability problems of the big data era. 
Model integration could be envisaged in our future work [38]. 
Figure1 demonstrates sent-PTF achieves better performance as 
the tensor size increases on the Amazon datasets. The result 
directly sheds light on the necessity of a senti- PTF solution. 
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